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A Transcendental Forum for Unobstructed Opinions and Observations
"We will walk on our own feet; we will work with our own hands; we will speak our own minds ... A nation of men will for the first time
exist, because each believes himself inspired by the Divine Soul which also inspires all men." Ralph Waldo Emerson
http://nationaldefender.us/

All Hail King Buckwheat!
The balls that King Buckwheat dropped
are too numerous to completely list, but
the previous list kind of gives you an
idea of his incompetence.

Benghazi Terrorist Attack—4 Murdered
Boston Bombers
Fast and Furious
Gays in Military
Hurricane Sandy
IRS Audits
IRS Targeting of TEA Party Groups
Military cuts

We should also note that we can’t afford
his health care affordability, we can
barely eek-by in his economy, fill our gas
tanks with his energy policies, find a job
under his jobs program, and we are still
continually trying to find some trace of
truthful openness with his most transparent government to ever exist.
Although he blames President GWB for
every egregious policy from those that
bankrupted companies and purged our
retirement accounts to the astronomically high unemployment rates; but few
Americans have forgotten the fact that
the Democrats controlled both Houses of
Congress and the purse-strings during
W’s last two-years in office.

National Debt—Annual Deficit—No Budgets
QE 1, 2, 3, . . . .
George Zimmerman belittlement
Ricin Attacks
Saif al-Arab Gaddafi, apolitical brother of
Muammar Gaddafi, along with 3 nieces and
nephews murdered in NATO attack
Sequestration’s intentional impact on citizens
Sgt. Crowley belittlement; Beer Summit
Soldier killed in front of Armed Forces Recruiting Depot-Arkansas
TARP 1 & 2
Time Square Ford Explorer Bomber
Underwear Bomber
Wire-tapping journalists

We also vividly remember one of the
first indicators that Buckwheat was in
over his head shortly after he took office
in 2009; he couldn’t make a decision on
whether or not to send a surge of troops
to Afghanistan?
King Buckwheat’s schizophrenic words
are also a bit unnerving. He’ll brag
about killing US citizens with drones, but
wants constitutional rights provided to
those terrorists residing in the off-shore
Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp. It’s a
lot like the due process exuded upon
some citizens while the IRS officials have
exponentially disregarded due process
for other citizens.

Excerpts: The United States Constitution]

A RTICLE . I.
Section. 2.
Clause 5: The House of Representatives
shall chuse their Speaker and other
Officers; and shall have the sole Power
of Impeachment.
A RTICLE . I.
Section. 3.
Clause 6: The Senate shall have the sole
Power to try all Impeachments. When
sitting for that Purpose, they shall be on
Oath or Affirmation. When the President of the United States is tried, the
Chief Justice shall preside: And no Person shall be convicted without the Concurrence of two thirds of the Members
present.
A RTICLE . II.
Section. 4.
The President, Vice President and all
civil Officers of the United States, shall
be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason,
Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.
_____________________________________________
http://patriotsnetwork.net/

3rd valid reason:
Intentionally causing the decline of
the dollar.
4th valid reason to impeach Obama:
He gave Brazil 2 billion dollars to
drill for oil that is twice as deep as
the Deep Water Horizon well, in the
same turn putting 100,000 people
out of work in the gulf with an unconstitutional moratorium…
5th Valid Reason:
Making an unconstitutional appointment while congress was in session.
6th reason: Leaving our Solders and
Ambassador unprotected and left to
die in Benghazi.
___________________________________________
Enough of this nonsense! Mr. Obama
is way too incompetent to hold the
extremely important Office of the
President of the United States of
America and he has demonstrated he
is obviously functioning at least a
dozen levels above his competency.

1st valid reason:
Going To war without congressional
approval.

The media bashed Sarah Palin and
had suggested to the voters that she
wasn’t competent enough to be their
Vice-President. There was an all-out
war on women in 2008. Seriously;
the media led the voters to believe
that Joe Biden was somehow more
competent to hold the Office!??

2nd valid reason:
Promoting his dictatorship, and the
decline of America, and our sovereignty.

But, that does not let Republicans off
the hook for 2014 either. Those that
voted to keep Boehner as Speaker
need to be replaced as well.

THANK YOU CJ! Good-bye for now
Every so often we have people waltz into our lives
that have a profound impact on us and on those
who get to know them; Carole “CJ” Williams was
one of those people. She dedicated more than a
decade of her final years to uncovering the truth
and informing those willing to learn about what
she had gleaned through her exhaustive research.
Affectionately known simply as CJ, she researched,
wrote, and spoke at events, rallies and on the air.
Her hard raspy voice was strong and provided her
with a distinguishing characteristic. There was no
doubt where she stood on an issue and provided
her audience with clear and concise warnings.

She wrote: Worse, I’ve no remorse over the fact
that my fingers have typed the truth of many conspiracies during the past several years, verifying
that my theories and some others’ theories, which
I shared with readers of my newspaper column,
have proved to be reality, not merely theory.
Conspiracy theorists have been around for quite some
time. It’s only of late - with the phenomenal growth of
the TEA Party movement - that the label has received
such thundering derision, particularly from the gaggle
of far left-leaning, Mao-hugging ‘Progressives’, who
appear to have taken over the Democratic Party at all
levels .

CJ belonged to sportsmen organizations and
along with her husband Mike, they shared an
appreciation of the great outdoors. She battled
sporting organizations inclined to adopt those
laws, rules, regulations, and policies, which were I’m sure we’ll hear her in the murmur of a brook
She was a vicious watchdog and her stature was by design conflicting with outdoor freedoms.
and within the sounds of a cascading waterfall.
reminiscent of the Marine Corps bulldog. CJ was
She’s an icon of love, loyalty, patriotism, truth,
not only capable of a painful bite, but when she CJ wrote for womenhunters.com, conservative and passion with a hint of ferociousness.
latched-on there was no letting-go.
organizations like newswithview.com, and for
the Yooper Spectator, Michigan’s News and Every now-and-again, as you walk through the
CJ had no respect for individuals who were far Views, and the Yooper Spectator and of course woods and enjoy the aroma of the outdoors as
more interested in padding their own self-esteem, our own Yooper Scooper/National Defender.
the wind whiffs through the leaves or gently
wallets, or resumes than doing what’s right. She
over the glistening white snow, think of CJ and
especially exhibited a loathing for politicians who CJ considered herself a Conspiracy Theory Junky mention her name out loud for God to hear.
were willing to bend-over to receive the dictates in one posting on Michigan’s News and Views.
of fictitious movements like global warming, help But those who knew her, she wasn’t a paranoid God had truly blessed us with knowing Thee—
promote other global agendas, and put forth their consumer of tin-hat theories. She never entered Rest in Peace good friend and colleague. Please
own impositions upon the citizens of the nation, the fray until all aspects were verified.
continue to help us find truth in its purest form;
which she devoutly loved and diligently served.
[Links below—Visit while they’re still there.]
Until then . . .
http://www.womenhunters.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=76:cd-williams-bio&catid=25:ladies—http://www.newswithviews.com/Williams/caroleA.htm
http://www.michigansnewsandviews.com/cjscorner.htm—http://www.michigansnewsandviews.com/cjscorner.htm
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NATIONAL DEFENDER
The National Defender is a publication of the U. P.
Patriots. We are very partisan group of concerned
citizens: partisan (n.) A fervent, sometimes militant

supporter or proponent of a party, cause, faction,
person, or idea. Our fervent stance embraces the
idea of Creationism, the constant support of the US
Constitution, the vocal advocacy of both human and
property rights and a commitment to holding an
elected or appointed office wholly accountable to
those who pay their wages and provide funding for
their benefits.
Our goal is to provide our readers with at least one
alternative source of news and opinions that is not
limited to butt-kissing and ankle-grabbing of most
news and opinion providers. We will try to collect
revealing and credible news stories from any source
to help keep the citizens highly informed. It’s only an
informed public that is a vigilant public—
We hold these values in order to ensure a viable
and accountable governmental system. We hold all
persons of truth harmless.

P AGE 2
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Perhaps it is because many Progressives believe
that Conservatism is the cure for the disease
known as Progressivitus nincompoopus and Progressives don’t want to be cured? It very well
could have been a Progressive brainwashed low
-level IRS employee who thought he or she
would exercise the might and power of the great
government over the people, especially those
people with whom he or she doesn't agree.

“There is no crueler tyranny than that which
is perpetuated under the shield of law and in
the name of justice.”

Of course, it is just a coincidence that all this
power was being exercised over nonProgressive groups just before a presidential
election. Naw! It couldn't be that they wanted
to influence the outcome of the election now .....
could it?

Charles de Montesquieu, French Political Thinker, 1689 – 1755)

For the most part, we try to keep our focus
on the plight of rural America, but the disease
that eats away at rural America has also infected every other part of America. What has
infected every other part of America is
the pus of tyrannical socialism and the
scourge of radical environmentalism.
So why are you acting so surprised and
shocked at the scandals that permeate the culture in America's government, at every level,
but more particularly at the federal level? After
all, government scandals aren’t new. But then
what did you expect after 100 plus years of
Progressive indoctrination that has infected
every one of America's institutions with the
fetid disease of socialism, a disease that always
kills the political body it inhabits. Almost every
politician, bureaucrat, or government employee
living today is the product of this indoctrination.
Virtually every kid that went to school in our
public propaganda system for the last 70 years
has received a large dose of collectivism, multiculturalism, socialism, social justice, radical
environmentalism, political correctness, the
unimportance of American freedom and sovereignty, a social bill of rights and the virtues of
being a good world citizen.
The foundation of America, as manifested in
self-reliance, independence, personal responsibility and individual freedom, has been bred
out of the last three to four generations and
those kids and adults now occupy places in
business and in government, or are a bunch of
derelicts in the "Occupy Wall Street" unruly
scum.
Government agencies, created solely for the
purpose to aggressively promote social issues,
have exploded across the political landscape
for the last 80 years and so has the cost to
"feed" this insatiable beast. As the beast grew,
it sucked up the dollars needed to fund the rest
of government. It sucks trillions of dollars out
of the economy, dollars that are needed to
make the economy and jobs grow. Oh, you say
you don't have a job! Tough! Blame those that
took your job away ..... the Progressives that are
deeply embedded at every level of government
and the pervasive mindset in millions of Americans that carry the disease!
Who is running the government anyway? It is
the same people that were indoctrinated and
brainwashed in our public school and college
education systems, all the while learning
the values of social justice and radical environmentalism that were spawned in the United
Nations. Who is drafting the legislation and the
bureaucratic rules that gush out of government
like the water racing through a broken
dam? Who decided in the IRS that it was OK to
target conservative groups?

Who at the U. S. Department of Justice, over
which the Attorney General Eric Holder doesn't
know what is going on, (i.e. Fast and Furious)
decided to unconstitutionally exercise the extreme power of government by issuing subpoena's for over 20 telephone lines at the Associated Press, along with a whole bunch of e-mail
accounts. They did it IN THE INTEREST OF NATIONAL SECURITY, or so they say? Of course,
there was no political component in their action.
They are honest and true blue..... Aren’t
they? Now, it could have been a low level ideologue at the Department of Justice, but it's a safe
bet that it was someone much higher, and
probably the Deputy Attorney General; but little
old Eric's hands are clean. He didn't do it..... Or
did he?
To believe that the Benghazi terrorist attack on
September 11, 2012, that murdered our Ambassador and three other Americans, was covered
up by Obama or his administration for political
reasons just before the election, is obviously a
right wing and a racist plot to demonize the
president, put him on the defensive and stop
him from realizing his "noble" Progressive socialist agenda.
What other reason could there be? We all know
the he is as pure as the driven snow and smart
as a fox ..... isn't he? Certainly the facts that have
come out about the Benghazi "affair" by testimony at congressional hearings must be wrong,
or doctored by the Republicans whose eyes
gleam with self-righteous indignation and the
chance to "get" the President, or better yet,
Hillary.
The Progressives are now in full damage control
mode and the press is their willing accomplice. Did you happen to see Meet the Press last
Sunday? There were easy questions for the liberal and hard questions for the conservative. Naw! There is no liberal bias in the news
media ….. is there?
In our last article we chronicled the billions in
illegal payoffs to minority farmers for alleged
racial discrimination at the U. S. Department of
Agriculture where racial discrimination was
minimal at best. We also briefly mentioned the
payoff to illegal aliens in billions of your tax dollars for kids that don't live in America.
The IRS knows it is going on and sanctions
it. After all, it fits the Progressive agenda to buy
more future votes from illegal aliens when they
get amnesty.
These are just two government programs that illegally waste billions
upon billions of our tax dollars. Does
anyone's head roll? Does anyone get
fired? Does anyone go to jail? Hell
no!

They just get promoted because government is
infected with the pus of tyrannical socialism
and that pus oozes out of the fetid cesspool that
we call government. That pus eats away at our
freedom like an acid eats metal, but those in
power that secretes the acid, are immune to its
affects.
How many more of these programs are
there? Hundreds, if not thousands, at all levels of
government and productive Americans are footing the bill.
This begs the question, how do you drain the pus
out of a body that is so diseased? Is there a vaccine that will cure it? How do you purge the pus
of Progressivism out of every American institution and out of the mindset of a large percentage
of the American population, a population that is
now determining the suicide direction that America is headed?
The only reason that Progressivism has worked
so well in America is that it exploits human weakness and government is the exploiter in
chief.....for votes. If America fails and it is on life
support now, the weakness of the majority of the
American people will be directly responsible for
its demise. A strong country becomes strong on
the wings of adversity.
A weak country dies when the government clips
those wings and induces the people with promises of "free stuff" to become dependent on government.
If America is to be saved from its self it will only
be by the Herculean and courageous efforts of
those Americans who have not been infected
with the killer disease of Progressivism. But they
had better come up with a cure pretty damn
quick because time is not on their side and Gangrene is beginning to take hold in America's
limbs. Millions of free Americans had better get
in the trenches or watch their country be consumed by the flames of national collapse, where
freedom and liberty are destroyed in the deep
canyons of misery, the place where pure evil resides.
In this article we have given government a failing
grade and decried their lapses of duty to serve
the people honorably. However, in contrast, that
part of government that has not failed us is our
brave military men and women, active, retired, or
deceased, who have, for over 200 years, laid
down their lives for we civilians so that we would
be free. Not only is it appropriate on Memorial
day, and every day, that we honor their sacrifice,
their bravery and their heroism, but we should
not let them down by we civilians allowing our
government to slip into the jaws of corruption,
negligence, debauchery and tyranny. If Americans fail in that duty, for what then would our
brave men and women be fighting? Certainly
not freedom!
Ron Ewart, a nationally known author and speaker on
freedom and property issues and author of his weekly
column, "In Defense of Rural America", is the President of the National Association of Rural Landowners,
(NARLO) (www.narlo.org) a non-profit corporation
headquartered in Washington State and dedicated to
restoring, maintaining and defending property rights
for urban and rural landowners. Mr. Ewart can be
reached for comment at ron@narlo.org, or 1 800 6827848.
© Copyright Sunday, May 26, 2013 - All Rights Reserved
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John Adams in a speech to the military in 1798 warned his fellow countrymen stating, "We have no government armed with power capable of
contending with human passions unbridled by morality and religion . . . Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is
wholly inadequate to the government of any other." John Adams is a signer of the Declaration of Independence, the Bill of Rights and our second President.
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IMPEACH OBAMA, BIDEN, AND ENTIRE ADMINISTRATION
[

This is just the tip of the iceberg…
_______________________________________________
Mr. Obama has repaid all his campaign
contributors and supporters tenfold;
clear acts of bribery, which has cost the
taxpayers billions in wasted investment
money.
Mr. Obama provided Brazil billions of
taxpayers’ dollars to fund oil drilling
while the Obama Administration battles
against the Keystone Pipeline.
There is no doubt in any patriot’s
mind that Mr. Obama and his supporters
not only have an innately keen hatred
from the United States of America, her
people, and what she had stood for on
the world stage, but they also resent the
very idea of someone earning more than
they do. They want America to be a reflection of Ethiopia; the people are impoverished while those in political positions oversee their serfs.
First goal: Eliminate competition by winning the hearts and souls of those who
can be easily solicited, controlled, and
manipulated; the young, the old, and the
other very stupid people.
Second goal: Disarm those considered to
be uncontrollable; governing does not
facilitate rule.
Third goal: Eliminate those who were
easily controlled; they no longer serve
any purpose.

Fourth goal: Obtain a sustained support
of those that cannot be controlled by
outside influences and are dedicated to
maintaining the new order.
http://thecnc.org/
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